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The biggest advantage of the World Wide Web (WWW) is seemingly effortless
integration among educational content across different sites. We need the same
integration to occur in all educational software. A student should be able to explore
a graph of an accelerating vehicle first in an experimental notebook, then move the
same content to a classroom presentation or internet discussion, and later use
familiar analytic tools to examine the data in a final exam. Multiple kinds of
educational tools (e.g. graphs, simulations, calculators) must be flexibly combined
within many different forms of display (e.g. tutorials, notebooks, network
communications, classroom slide shows, standardized assessments). To support
flexible combination of many kinds of interactive content in multiple display
formats, schools need a Òlearning worksÓ that is analogous to the integrated office
software for businesses.

Educational software today is failing to meet this goal. Available software for
math and science, while often excellent within its own research agenda, is failing to
achieve larger scale needs (Chipman, 1993). Software is too expensive, fragmentary,
and incompatible to achieve broad marketplace acceptance (OTA, 1988). Instead of
deep integration of software and curriculum we have isolated task-specific tools
(Bork, 1995).

This letter examines the roots of this failure, and then direct attention to a
promising solution, component software architecture.  We argue the current failure
arises from Òstand-aloneÓ application architecture.This architecture requires
building a separate computer program for each educational software idea. We argue
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that stand-alone applications are incompatible with typical production, distribution,
and usage patterns for educational software.  Stand-alone applications waste scarce
development funds, prevent customization and obstruct integration.

We aim to convince the reader that emerging industry-standard component
software architectures (Orfali, Harkey, & Edwards, 1996) provide a means to resolve
these dilemmas. Because of superior flexibility and integration (Gens, 1994) available
under a component architecture, a comprehensive learning works will emerge as
contributions from many distributed innovators (not a monolithic corporation or
grant). This radical break from todayÕs software development practices (Cox, 1990)
will save fundersÕ money, allow developers to focus solely on their innovation, give
researchers a firm basis for comparison, provide activity authors will reconfigurable
resources, and give schools, teachers, and students integrated, comprehensive,
affordable software. For the practical needs of education, the component software
revolution is as least as critical as the multimedia and networking revolutions now
underway.

Applications versus education: A structural conflict

TodayÕs standard architecture for software products is the stand-alone
application. Stand-alone applications are monolithic: every functionality needed by
the user is provided by a single vendor within a single package. Classic examples are
the various ÒworksÓ programs (e.g. ClarisWorks, Microsoft Works, etc.) that provide
word processing, drawing, database, and communication functions. ÒWorksÓ
programs are closed to extension by other vendors, and try to provide an isolated
island of functionality that is completely self-sufficient. 

This software architecture of Òapplication islandsÓ is incompatible with the
structure of most educational software efforts. To see why, consider the structure of
organizations that succeed under the application model.

Organizations that successfully produce application islands are well-capitalized.
They can hire tens to hundreds of programmers for several years to produce a
product. The production effort is strongly centralized and hierarchical. When the
product is finished, the organizations recapture their large investment by marketing
the product to achieve category dominance. This involves spending large budgets
on advertising, and deploying  sophisticated command of distribution and media
channels to influence purchase decisions by the majority of consumers. 

Now consider the nature of organizations that produce educational software (as
described in OTA, 1988). These efforts are often poorly capitalized; many occur at the
margins of academic life. Typically educational projects can only afford one or two
programmers. The distribution channels for educational software are extremely
difficult and complex. Nonprofit and academic technology developers often find
distribution to be an extremely unpleasant duty, and not consistent with their
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primary business function. Educators thus tend to soft-pedal their wares, content in
the knowledge that their software shows proof of concept for their vision for the
future of education. While the visions and proof of concepts often exhibit great
promise, there is no large scale distribution or support.

Applications Education

large investment tiny investment

10 to 100 programmers 1 or 2 programmers

dominate a market category exhibit a vision

Given this contrast between commercial developers and non-profit educational
developers, it should be little surprise that educational software has little systemic
impact. Nonprofit educational developers, with their low budgets and lack of
marketing capability, cannot compete in a stand-alone application market.

Yet, schools have an even more pressing need for integrated suites of diverse
functionality than workplaces. Schools are sites of very diverse activity, spanning
common business tools like desktop layout, presentation, and e-mail, but also
expanding to serious use of algebraic and geometric modelers, simulations and
visualization tools, data collection and analysis tools (OTA, 1988). It is pure fallacy to
assume that schools need ÒsimplerÓ software than business. If anything, business are
more regimented and specialized. Schools need very broad integrated software that
allow students to construct and reason in many modalities, with expansive
communication options, and attention to the assessment process. The scale of the
needed Òlearning worksÓ dwarfs  the scope of typical Òoffice worksÓ packages.

Clearly, few existing educational organizations could produce stand-alone
integrated software of the needed scale. The low profits in the educational market
will not support the necessary corporate organization to build a single, integrated
fully-functional package. Indeed, the attempt to produce monolithic applications
within educational organizations is leading to a stable, predictable pattern of failure.

The pattern of failure

Successful educational software depends on collaboration among many of
organizations. At least 5 kinds of organizations are typically involved. Monolithic,
stand-alone, application architecture leads to predictable failures in each of the 5
kinds of organizations.
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Organization Problem

1. Funders waste money on redundant coding

2. Developers wide scope of required functions lowers quality

3. Researchers systematic comparisons impossible

4. Authors unable to customize, extend, integrate software

5. Schools incompatible, fragmentary, expensive products

 Funders find their precious budgets wasted on re-writing redundant
functionality across many projects. For example, most science and math contexts
require graphs. Thus almost every software project begins by writing graphing code.
This can easily absorb months of programmer time. And graphing is not the only
functionality that suffers from redundant funding. Math and science software also
needs equations, tables, text processing, data input, and many other ÒstandardÓ
capabilities. Due to application architecture, every project produces every function it
needs. This pattern, based on the tradition of Òindependently replicating research,Ó
wastes resources needlessly, and diverts support needed to realize new innovations. 

Application architecture similarly  hurts developers by forcing the scope of each
program to encompass the total set of user needs. When a developer has only one or
two programmers, this is almost impossible to do well. The quality of the software
suffers. Rather than focus on a unique innovative contribution, developers must
waste effort on commonplace tools for text and tables. Moreover, the developer is
often reluctant to publish the software, because this requires providing technical
support and software maintenance for the whole kitchen sink of functionality.

Research suffers likewise, as controlled comparisons are difficult to achieve
when each monolithic application supports each module slightly differently. Ideally,
a researcher could compare the learning benefits of graph type A versus graph type
B. Unfortunately, there is no simple way to substitute A for B in an stand-alone
application architecture. And two applications will differ in how they implement
every function, not just graphing. Moreover, even if research were to succeed, there
is no way to easily combine the best of each application. Graph A cannot be extracted
and utilized with Table B and Calculator C.

Today, curriculum and assessment designers largely ignore software. This is
fatal for overall enterprise, because curriculum and assessment designers mediate
all large scale changes in schooling. There is probably more than one reason why
this community doesnÕt like todayÕs software. But at least part of the problem is that
a stand-alone application architectures delivers monolithic products that are
impossible to customize, extend, or integrate with a larger curricular vision. TodayÕs
closed software resists adaption, forcing curriculum to bend to meet the software.
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Finally, the stand-alone application architecture hurts schools. Schools have
limited budgets to buy software, and limited training time to learn to use it. Instead
of providing long-term support for activities, software today gives schools a separate
application for each week or two in the curriculum. A ÒWorksÓ program gives
business a complete suite of capabilities that supports every aspect of business
operations over years. Schools need the equivalent solution to their needs, but
instead get a fragmentary collection of short-lived, partial solutions.

Three fundamental challenges

To escape this pattern of failure, educational software development must rise
to three fundamental challenges:

1. Increase re-use, reduce costs.
2. Integrate diverse capabilities.
3. Enable distributed authoring.

Increasing the impact of software requires dramatically shrinking costs. The
costs to produce quality educational software today are extremely high, and the
profits are low (OTA, 1988). This limits the number of suppliers willing to enter the
market. The costs to use software are also high, as many packages supply only a few
hours of instruction and have a steep learning curve (some even ÒdemandÓ a
change of practice from the teacherÑ the steepest learning curve imaginable). Costs
of distribution are high as well, since there is no standard market nor channel for
exchanging educational technology products. Teachers and students need cost-
effective products, and these products must be highly re-usable across years, not days
of learning activities. These products should be linked closely to the key intellectual
concepts and skills in math and science; increasing sophistication with the ideas of
math and science is always linked to increasing sophistication with the tools of
math and science (visualization, calculation, data gathering, etc.).

A second fundamental challenge is integration. Tools which naturally fit
together from an educational point of view do not currently fit together technically.
Consider three glaring gaps in todayÕs software:

¥ Dynamic representations and communications. Research links high
learning gains with dynamic representations which animate
mathematical objects, support visualization, and allow students to directly
manipulate these objects to explore relationships (Wenger, 1987).
Unfortunately, dynamic representations are completely incompatible with
electronic communications. E-mail and web surfing are limited to static,
canned imagery. TodayÕs software will not allow a child to communicate
with dynamic representations.
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¥ Data gathering and concept visualization. Research shows strong gains
from computer-based laboratory instruments that instantly plot data
(Mokros & Tinker, 1987). Research also shows that simulation modelling
can help students understand concepts (White, 1993; Shute & Glaser, 1990).
However, todayÕs software will not allow a child to compare theory
(simulation) to evidence (data gathering). Applications on either side of
the fence have incompatible data formats and presentations.

¥ Microworlds and performance assessment. A strong tradition supports the
use of microworlds (manipulable environments that reduce to complexity
of the real world to essential concepts) in educational computing (Papert,
1980). Current leading edge work also stresses the need for students to
construct reports, presentations and portfolios to support assessment of
learning (Linn, 1993). Unfortunately, microworld applications area almost
always completely isolated from presentation applications, making it hard
for a student to combine learning with documenting their progress.

The third challenge is distributed authoring. Making a difference in education
requires many kinds of innovation besides software production: educational
software requires curriculum, assessment, teaching professional development, and
administration (Collins, 1990). Very few research and development centers have
demonstrated the capability to  innovate simultaneously across all these
dimensions, and even then they can only sustain the effort for a few years, with a
few schools. If large scale success is to occur, the educational software marketplace
must attract a broader range of contributors. There is a vast supply of curriculum
authors, assessment providers, graduate students,  teachers, and even students who
could add significant value to basic software modules. Software could be enriched
with broader storylines, adapted to meet requirements of state and national
frameworks, connected to assessment procedures, and customized to needs of
specific populations. Education actually places very high demands on software. Only
though creating a broader marketplace, will educators be able to create a diverse
range of products that meet those needs.

Component software architecture: A Reason for optimism

Component software is a technique for packaging computer programs to allow
flexible recombination and re-use. It allows the user to assemble a complete system
by mixing and matching appropriate component modules. A simple analogy is
between an all-in-one stereo system versus a component stereo system. The
component hi-fi system, like component software, allows the user to assemble a
high quality system by choosing any combination of compatible components from a
wide variety of vendors.
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While a component orientation has not dominated educational software,
isolated examples of its success exist. A common example is HyperCard. HyperCard
has limited abilities to accept external components through its XCMD interface.
Many educational developers have used this feature to produce interesting
courseware. Unfortunately the HyperCard is poor compromise of (a) a general-
purpose programming language with poor performance and (b)  lack of support for
domain-specific features needed in education like hot-linked representations,
simulation, and graphing (Nardi, 1993).  Other educational authoring systems run
into similar limitations: the environments lack support for either (a) easy
construction of educational activities or (b) specific tools and representations needed
for science and math instruction (Repenning, 1994).

True component software, in contrast to Hypercard, works by setting a higher
level of ground rules for interaction among components (Udell, 1994).  By following
these rules, software modules achieve Òplug and playÓ interoperability that offers a
full, extensible set of features without centralized control over a monolithic design
(except at the level of ground rules). In contrast to application islands, component
technology suggests the metaphor of a burgeoning cosmopolis where software of
many different origins can participate smoothly in the same enterprise, working
together, sharing space, and interchanging data.

Several technologies set the ground work for a component revolution (Cox,
1990). Object-oriented programming techniques enable software programs to be
organized in components that follow natural boundaries (Booch, 1994).  Object-
orientation provides a basis for re-use of software objects by grouping capabilities
into packages (Nierstrasz, Gibbs, & Tsichnitzis, 1992). Component software extends
the object-oriented model by providing ways for software objects written by different
authors in different shops to be smoothly integrated without involving the
developers: anyone can integrate software (Orfali, Harkey, & Edwards, 1996).

Microsoft OLE and AppleÕs OpenDoc, two leading standards, set ground rules
that allow individual software components to be flexibly assembled into one
smoothly functioning system (Adler, 1995). Both OLE and OpenDoc provide
mechanisms for:

¥ combining components from different vendors in a single project
¥ sharing screen resources such as window space, menus, and the mouse
¥ storing the data contents associated with each component in a unified

project
¥ scripting support for extending, customizing and connecting components
¥ integrating with communication capabilities such as e-mail and WWW
¥ dynamically linking data among components
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Since OpenDoc and OLE are both very new, there are few popular examples of
how they work. Recently, our SimCalc project has been collaborating with leaders
from three other projects (Ron Thorton and Steve Beardslee of Tufts University,
Arni McKinley of Minds in Motion, and Bill Finzer of Key Curriculum Press) to
create prototype components for physics and calculus education based on the
OpenDoc standard  (Piersol, 1994). We have been able to create a collection of
accelerated particle simulations, with tables, graphs, meters, and real world data
collection. OpenDoc has allowed us to create dynamic links between views, so that
that multiple visualizations update the same data simultaneously. In fact, the
components from each of our projects achieve full plug and play interoperability
with in the same window: you can drag my simulation, McKinleyÕs vector meter,
BeardsleeÕs data collector, and FinzerÕs graph into any OpenDoc window and
interconnect the data between them with simple drag and drop operations. Thus
OpenDoc allows each contributor to focus on their own expertise, while producing
an overall collection of components that integrate seamlessly.

Moreover, we have been able to take advantage of components from major
commercial vendors to enhance our educational environment. Recently, Claris
Corporation announced that ClarisWorks will support OpenDoc. ClarisWorks is the
most popular ÒofficeÓ package in schools. Using an early release of the software, we
have been able to demonstrate our math and science components running within a
ClarisWorks document, giving students and teachers full access to both our subject
matter components and ClarisÕ general purpose writing, drawing, and spreadsheet
tools. Likewise, Apple is producing an OpenDoc internet suite, code named
Cyberdog. Using Cyberdog, we have been able to add world wide web browsing, e-
mail, and file transfer capabilities into the same activity space as our simulations.
For example, a student experimenting with gravitational acceleration can connect to
web sites dealing with astronomy and rocket science, or send e-mail to a tutor.

Component software and educational software development

Imaging an integrated educational software package that includes a word
processor, drawing tools, spreadsheet, web browser, e-mail, simulation, graph, table,
equation, data collection, and other components. In the past, it would have taken
multiple years and millions of dollars to produce this application. By using a
component software approach, we were able to integrate this package in minutes.
Our own work on the math and science components only took a few months. 

Unlike its predecessor, component software architecture is an excellent fit to
the typical organization of educational software efforts. Science and math software
naturally divides along modular boundaries, such as graphs, tables, calculators, etc.
Because a component is a small, well-defined module (like a graph), we can expect
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developers to produce excellent components with relatively little money and only 1
or 2 programmers. The low cost and small scale of a component will encourage
distribution, even by non-profit developers who are not capable of building a
complete suite of tools to fill a complete market category. Small scale developers can
rely on the marketplace to Òfill outÓ their contribution, by surrounding it with the
complementary components needed to support an educational activity.

We can expect components to increase re-use and decrease costs. A component
is inherently modular and useable in multiple contexts. Furthermore because a
component relies on its container for many Òroutine tasksÓ the cost of producing a
component is much cheaper than the cost of producing a stand-alone application.
Finally, component software architectures like OpenDoc support multiplatform
usage (e.g. Windows, Mac OS, and Unix), which is increasingly necessary for broad
marketplace acceptance.

In addition, components offer the potential for much better integration of
software capabilities.  By providing higher ground rules for interoperability,
component software architecture enables mix and match, or plug and play usage of
separately developed modules. Component software is up to the task of achieving
the three critical areas of integration for math and science: dynamic representations
and communications, microworlds and portfolio assessment, theory-driven and
data-driven activities. 

Finally, component software architecture should open up participation in the
educational software marketplace to a wider group of authors. There will be ample
room for both commercial and non-profit organizations to build components. But
more importantly, these components will be available as building blocks for a
second level of design: assembling sequences of activities that last weeks, months,
and years. This second level of design needs the participation and leadership of
teachers, teacher educators, curriculum planners and assessment providers.
Components will give activity designers the tools they need to shape raw capabilities
into vibrant, productive classroom activities. Schools will likely buy not individual
components, but rather suites of components that are integrated with curricular
frameworks and assessment instruments. School reform cannot be centrally
micromanaged at the level of Òuse this application to teach this conceptÓ but rather
needs access to configurable resources. Local reformers cannot afford time to Òbuild
their ownÓ software resources from scratch, but also will not bend to use resources
that are rigid and narrow. Component software could offer the right combination of
prefabricated resources with flexible recombination to allow school reformers to see
software as an opportunity and not an imposition. 

Realizing the potential of component software

In many respects, the transition to component software will occur and is
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occurring organically, without any explicit organization or force. OpenDoc, in
particular, is an open standard, and an easy jump from a standard Macintosh
application. Standard forums such as workshops, discussion lists, print media, etc.
are emerging to provide the technical information educational developers need.

However, component software brings a major culture shift (Orfali, Harkey, &
Edwards, 1996), and it will be important to take early steps to meet some of the
challenges that this culture shift brings. We see three challenges that could become
stumbling blocks if not addressed early: coordination, standards, and distribution.

Under stand-alone application architecture, there was relatively little need for
inter-project coordination.  To realize the benefits of component architecture, more
coordination is needed. Educational developers need greater awareness of who is
doing what if they are to avoid replication of effort. Conversely, developers need a
broader understanding of the generality required of their component for it to
achieve broader re-use.  Typically projects are under-funded and under-rewarded for
coordination activities, with heavy emphasis on local production and credit for the
isolated qualities of the finished product. These incentives must shift, and attention
must be given to creating appropriate forums for coordination activities.

Second, standards are central to making components work. In a component
world there could still be too many kinds of incompatible graphs. Proliferation of
incompatible components with confusing dependencies (you need graph A to use
table B) will create marketplace chaos, and make monolithic applications look
wonderfully simple. Standards will be needed for simple things like linking
multiple representations of motion data, or forms of algebraic equations.  Moreover,
these standards must be open, broadly observed, and not limit innovation. There
will be a temptation for publishers to try to make proprietary standards and use
them as a competitive advantage, which could monopolize the market and raise
substantial barriers to free exchange of ideas. Educational software will need a robust
standards setting process to keep the marketplace maximally interoperable and open
to all.

Third, we need to address the challenge of distribution. As argued earlier, many
non-profit educational developers are not interested in cultivating effective
distribution channels. Nor should they necessarily be forced to advertise and market
their wares; it is not the best use of their skills and knowledge. Yet they need to get
credit for their work, and offset the costs of technical support and maintenance. It is
likely that the internet will be an important distribution vehicle, but its capabilities
do not exhaust the difficult issues at hand.  A relatively standard form of licensing
and distribution that meets the needs of (a) schools and homes, (b) valued-added
activity designers (e.g. assembling components into curricular frameworks), and (c)
component programmers is critical to enabling learning technologies to be quickly
and effectively disseminated. 
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Uniform Resource Locators
For related information, visit these web sites:
http://www.cil.org  Ñ Component Integration Laboratories
http://www.opendoc.apple.com Ñ AppleÕs OpenDoc Server
http://www.microsoft.com/oledev/ ÑÊMicrosoftÕs OLE Server
http://www.software.ibm.com/clubopendoc/ ÑÊIBMÕs OpenDoc Server
http://www.omg.org Ñ Object Management Group
http://tango.mth.umassd.edu -- SimCalc Project Home Page
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